Verlag Jochen Vollert - Tankograd
Terms and Conditions of ordering and payment - Please read carefully!
Tankograd is an old-fashioned company with traditional values such as competent research,
high printing quality and careful shipping. We are certainly not a hype e-book publisher, we
rather stick with paper as a medium.
Regarding online ordering services, we are equally traditional, sometimes even called ‘stone
age’. However, with even major global players such as online auction platforms and major
online warehouses (despite being run by vast IT departments) being hacked, a small
publishing house such as Tankograd simply cannot guarantee full online security. We have
therefore decided that we will not have an online shopping cart. Our customers will have to
transmit their order and credit-card data in the old (and safe way) of letter or fax after printing
the order and filling in the sensitive data by hand.
Should you, dear customer, not be satisfied with these measures that serve your security, we
advice to order from the about one hundred online shops worldwide that carry our range.
Prices

Prices are given in Euro including German VAT.
Non-EC customers will safe 7% EC-tax.
Ordering
Send or fax your order to the belowmentioned address.
Shipping
Postage and packing at cost. Postage from Germany is very high.
Sending single magazines is the most expensive solution:
Europe 4.00 Euro for 1 title, 8.00 Euro for 2-3 titles (normal 64-pagers)
World 5.00 Euro for 1 title, 12.00 Euro for 2-3 titles (normal 64-pagers)
4+ titles (64-pagers) and books are shipped by parcel (postage starting from Euro 15.00)
Transit times Available titles to be shipped within 5 days of receipt of payment or credit-card details.
Transit time for letters us usually 5-10 days, for parcels usually 7-15 days.
Shipping costs German Mail does not offer a cheap and slow solution any longer, we are forced to charge
what they charge us!
Return of goods Damaged goods will be fully refunded or replaced by us.
All other return-consignments within a 14-day period of receipt : Please get in touch with us
before sending.
Payment
Only by credit card : We accept Mastercard/Visa. We require:
- credit card type (Mastercard or Visa)
- full card number (16-digit)
- identification number (on the rear side of your card in the signature space)
- expiry date
- cardholder’s name
- signature
Send the data by fax or letter. Due to the most recent credit card restrictions we are obliged to
informyou that transmitting credit card details by e-mail or via the internet is not save and
cannot be accepted by us!
Die ausländischen Geschäftsbedingungen gelten auch für Kunden aus Österreich, der Schweiz und Holland.
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